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PRODUCT CODE PACK SIZE CARTON QTY

MCFFCKIT 15L

PRODUCT BENEFITS

PENRITE FOAM FILTER CLEANER KIT CONTAINS: 
15 Litre Cleaning Bucket
4 Litre Foam Filter Cleaner
1 Litre Foam Filter Oil
100g Power Sports Grease
3 Litre filter container and lid
A pair of black nitrile gloves
Filter Oil Tray
Filter Rack (Grit Tray)
Penrite Sticker

It contains all of the products needed to effectively clean foam air filters for motorcycles,
ATV's, UTV's, cars, 4wds and other machines that use an oil impregnated foam air filter.

FOAM FILTER CLEANER
Specially formulated product, for cleaning Motorcycle foam filters. It is a ready to use, non caustic and water Soluble
cleaner that effectively removes trapped dirt, tacky filter oil, grease and other contaminants from foam filters and
washes away thoroughly. Its advanced formulation cleans effectively and prevents deterioration of the foam
ensuring longer filter Life. It does not leave harmful deposits or residue that could rust or corrode engine parts or
damage the engine via inhalation. The cleaner's ability to remove oil, grease and other contaminants also makes it
an extremely effective engine and parts Degreaser. It is coloured white.

FOAM FILTER OIL
Blue coloured, Mineral Solvent based, super tacky foam filter treatment which effectively stops the ingestion of
sand, dirt and dust into the engine, allowing the engine to breathe only Clean and particle free air.

POWER SPORTS GREASE
Water resistant, high temperature, multi-purpose grease that contains a special anti-rust Additive for enhanced
protection against rust and corrosion. It also contains a tackiness agent to provide increased protection during
severe performance conditions allowing for exceptional water washout resistance and spray off resilience. It can be
used on wheel bearings including those fitted with disc Brakes, cables, throttle lines, linkages, winch gears and
most other greasing points where protection is needed against the elements.

HOW TO USE

1. Place grit tray at the bottom of the 15L cleaning bucket. Pour in Penrite Foam Filter Cleaner (shake before
use).

2. Place the dirty air filter on top of the rack. Make sure the air filter is submerged in the cleaner.
3. Work the mixture into the dirty air filter (Foam Filter Cleaner is most effective when allowed to soak for several

hours, even overnight, before washing) to remove dirt and grit.
4. Squeeze out the majority of the solution. DO NOT WRING THE AIR FILTER.
5. Place filter into 3L foam filter container provided. Pour the Penrite Filter Oil onto the filter inside the container.
6. Work the oil into the filter ensuring even coverage through the foam filter.
7. Squeeze out excess oil.
8. Move the foam filter onto drying rack and allow the oil to settle in filter for 15 minutes.
9. Apply a thin film of Penrite Power Sports Grease to the airbox rim to create a waterproof seal between the

filter and airbox.
10. Fit the cleaned air filter as per the owner’s manual.
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https://penriteoil.com.au/knowledge-centre/Motorcycle%204%20Stroke%20Engine%20Oils/229/motorcycle-4-stroke-engine-oils/1027
https://penriteoil.com.au/faqs/175/should-i-use-soluble-oil-in-my-cooling-system-to-prevent-corrosion
https://penriteoil.com.au/faqs/302/can-your-solvent-degreaser-be-mixed-down-with-water
https://penriteoil.com.au/knowledge-centre/Special%20Properties%20for%20Automatic%20Transmission%20Fluids/76/what-does-filled-for-life-mean/418
https://penriteoil.com.au/knowledge-centre/Car%20Care%20Products/214/car-care-products/1013
https://penriteoil.com.au/faqs/318/what-is-the-difference-between-mineral,-semi-synthetic-(semi-syn.)-and-full-synthetic-(full-syn.)-base-oils
https://penriteoil.com.au/faqs/303/what-is-the-difference-between-brake-&-parts-cleaner-and-solvent-degreaser
https://penriteoil.com.au/faqs/16/does-penrite-oil-clean-my-engine
https://penriteoil.com.au/knowledge-centre/Oil%20Composition%20and%20Additives/44/oil-composition/168
https://penriteoil.com.au/faqs/70/why-do-you-have-5-different-brake-fluids


PRODUCT BENEFITS
All products required to clean a foam air filter in the one kit
Re-suable 15L bucket
Foam Filter Cleaner can be re-used
Safe water based cleaner that won't dissolve adhesives used in the filter
Much better value than buying products separately

 

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE LEVELS

TYPICAL DATA
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